
AN EXPERT ANALYSIS GROUP 
THAT QUANTIFIES MARKET POTENTIAL OF STARTUPS 
AND MATCHES THEM TO INVESTORS.



Vision 

Our Vision is to be a highly 

effective matchmaker between 

investors and startups. With our strong 

research capability, augmented by our 

partners, we provide a substantial source of 

deal flow for investors and access to smart capital 

for entrepreneurs. 

Values specially presented:

G+Quant team has a long history of startup field involvement. A 
group of 9 experts and practitioners ranging from finance, 
marketing, branding, legal and startup development operates 
both in Europe and globally. 

With G+Quant global network of strategic partners based in 
London Tel Aviv New York Toronto Silicon Valley , , , , and 
Singapore, and a network of accredited investors (VC funds, 
Family Offices and Angel investors), G+Quant supports startups by 
providing advisory services and funding assistance. 

WE ARE INDEPENDENT THINKERS WITH AUDACIOUS GOALS.

WE TRUST IN RADICAL TRUTH AND RADICAL TRANSPARENCY.

WE ARE AN IDEA MERITOCRACY MAKING PRINCIPLED 
 SYSTEMATIC DECISIONS.



FOR STARTUPS: FOR INVESTORS:

EVALUATOR

The initial  evaluation is fast and based 

on long-time  experience of extremely 

diverse G+Quant partners. If startup 

passes initial evaluation and agrees on 

terms for further cooperation, process 

reaches the next phase.

INVESTOR SELECTOR

G+Quant has an extensive network of 

possible investors for various types of 

business and startups. It is not only 

about financial strength, but as much 

about intangible assets that should 

match for a successful business 

investment. Upon taking into account all 

factors we start the selection process in 

which startup is deeply involved as well. 

BUSINESS MODEL ACCELERATOR

Many startups with high market 

potential lack one or a few key functions 

that has to be in place should the 

venture execute its potentials on the 

market. Vast G+Quant partners 

experience can on special request 

saturate existing startup powers with 

G+Quant expertise in functions that 

such startups lack most. We do not serve  

as an incubator, but as focused 

accelerator though. 

AGREEMENT FACILITATOR

G+Quant expert partners understand 

general needs, procedures, fears and 

business models of startups. There are 

many options for investors to enter your 

business. G+Quant helps you agree 

upon the one that will boost your 

business and safeguard what is the most 

valuable for you.

Being part of both worlds allows us to 

facilitate deals faster and with high 

success rate. 

LOCATOR

G+Quant team has a long history of 

startup field involvement on one hand 

and searches for new opportunities 

around the world all the time. Once 

investor ambition is known, location of 

options are delivered overnight.

FEASIBILITY EVALUATOR

G+Quant team provides initial 

feasibility reports based on our vast 

experience and fast evaluation of the 

technique of all important business 

the potential of an evaluated startup, 

with G+Quant partners, we can 

provide the due diligence and data 

room services as well.

AGREEMENT FACILITATOR

G+Quant experts partners understand 

general needs, procedures, fears and 

business models of large private 

investors. Entry and exit strategies are 

then tailored to specific needs and 

objectives of the specific investor.

Being part of both worlds allows us to 

facilitate deals faster and with high 

success rate. 

Independent research is 

fundamental to our approach. We 

are pleased to share research and 

viewpoints with clients and 

strategic partners. 



ALTERNATIVE DERIVATIVES EXCHANGE1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

1. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

New generation derivatives exchange and marketplace

Sector: FinTech

Business model: B2B2C SaaS or PaaS

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Late Seed looking for £1M

Number of users: n/a

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020: n/a

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

ARPU: /

Pipeline of clients: /

Pipeline of partners: /

Operating markets (list): UK

Djordje Radic 

Founder and CEO a serial entrepreneur with vast experience in Derivatives 

and Spot markets

Emir Kamber 

Founder and CTO an expert C++ developer

David Hardy 

An industry veteran, served as chief executive of The London Clearing House 

Ltd.

Alex Wilkinson 

former principal of European Venture Fund

George Ferrari 

has 30+ years of experience in finance and deep ties with senior finance 

industry professionals

£500K Founders, £75K Family & Friends, £50K Angels



ALLBATRON1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7 Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Complete payment system for Universities and students

Sector: FinTech

Business model: B2B2C

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Seed looking for 327K€

Number of clients: 11

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020 : n/a

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

Pipeline of clients: /

Pipeline of partners: / 

Operating markets (list): SE Europe, Turkey

Aslan Ibrahimi founder, CEO 

Anila Aliu, COO 

50K€ Private investor, 70K€ Founders, 50K€ SK50 loan



ARCONA1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Augmented Reality ecosystem

Sector: Gaming

Business model: B2C

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Series A convertible loan $1M 

Number of users: 1400

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020: n/a

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

ARPU: /

Pipeline of clients: /

Pipeline of partners: / 

Operating markets (list): US

Ilia Korguzalov 

CEO and Founder

Diana Sorina CMO 

Founder

Daniel Girdea CBO 

Founder



BEYOND SEEN SCREEN1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Automatic content recognition software

Sector: Media

Business model: B2B

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Series A lookin for 3M€

Number of clients: 6

Revenue 2019: 30K€

Revenue 2020: n/a

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

ARPU: /

Pipeline of clients: 8

Operating markets (list): EU

Mario Drevensek 

an experienced general manager with a strong background in the broadcast 

industry. He held the position of Director of Operations in a company that 

produced software for automated broadcasting

Kresimir Puljic

 an experienced software development leader. He has been building and 

delivering high performance and scalable software for over 15 years

Miroslav Zaric 

a motivated professional with wide-ranging skills. He held a position of ROW 

Support Team Lead in a company that creates TV broadcast software

400K€ VC



BRIQ1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  

7. Existing investors  

Electric energy trader's SaaS platform with hardware.

Briq decreases the volatility of electric consumption, increases savings to the 

end consumer and stabilizes  the electric grid. Briq integrates into the 

trader's software platform and thus offers a plug-in upgrade.

Sector: Energy

Business model: B2B2C SaaS

Stage: Early 

Investment round: SEED looking for 500k €

Number of Electric Traders as clients: n/a

Number of installed devices: 1,500

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020: n/a

Growth y/y (%): 100

CAC: n/a

ARPU: n/a

Number of accomplished pilots: n/a

Pipeline of clients + pilots: n/a

Operating markets (list): Slovenia, Austria, Germany

Future plans (3-5 years): 100k devices and 100 electric trader clients in 10 

EU countries

Gregor Kita, CEO 

Manager and technology service builder with experiences in holding top-

management positions in IT, Telecommunication, Automotive, and Energy 

Industries. 

Uroš Kovačič, CTO 

Hardware and embedded software veteran with over 20 years' experience in 

engineering of communication, measurement, testing, and synchronization 

systems and devices. 

Martin Pečar, Script coordinator 

Blockchain Think Tank Slovenia coordinator, Founder at OmniOpti, ex Head 

of Department Jozef Stefan Institute, responsible for AI BRIQ algorithms 

Gregor Dobrila, lawyer 

Independent lawyer and a manager in Slovenian and international 

companies. 

Founders own capital: 100k EUR

Angel/VC investors: 50k EUR



CYPHERDOG1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Advanced encryption software

Sector: Cyber Security

Business model: B2B SaaS

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Seed looking for $1M 

Number of clients: 130

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020: 50K

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

ARPU: /

Pipeline of clients: /

Pipeline of partners: /

Operating markets (list): CEE, US

Sebastian Krakowski 

Serial entrepreneur with 10 years of experience in the IT and cybersecurity 

industries with a focus on the EU and U.S. markets.

Paweł Musiał 

Certified IT security expert. Architect of IT infrastructure.

Przemysław Kucharzewski 

An expert with over 20 years of experience in the IT industry on the line of 

the seller – distributor – integrator / vendor / service provider – end customer

$250K  Accelerator, $20K  Viaduct Ventures, $50K Founders



DESTREAM1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Tipping  platform and streaming tools for content creators 

Sector: Gaming

Business model: B2B and B2C

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Seed 

Number of users: 17000

Number of clients: 560

Number of partners: 4

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020 : 470K€

MRR: 100K€

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

Pipeline of users: /

Pipeline of partners: / 

Operating markets (list): Global

Anar Mekhtiev, founder 

CEO 15 years experience in software development

Tachat Igityan, founder 

CFO serial entrepreneur with past exit, with 10+ years experience in 

marketing

Aleksey Khvostenko, founder

CTO 15 years experience in software development



DT CANE1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Interactive smart cane powered by AI for visually impaired

Sector: HealthTech Medical device

Business model: B2C

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Series A 3M € (secured 2.25M € already)

Number of clients: 1260

Revenue 2019: 1.25M €

Revenue 2020 H1: 5.3M €

MRR: 84K €

Growth y/y (%): 42%

CAC: 21.50

Pipeline of clients: 4366

Pipeline of partners: /

Operating markets (list): US, Europe, Asia

Din Alam 

HealthTech founder and an award-winning social entrepreneur

Kevin R. 

served as a senior-level executive holding various positions In those 

capacities. He has effectively managed the responsibilities that accompany 

those positions at trade associations, nonprofit foundations, professional 

consulting firms and in the software, technology, healthcare, retail and 

government contracting sectors

H. Jaan 

Chartered Professional Engineer with an Honors degree in both Mechanical 

Engineering and Mechanical Technology. He has 13 years of experience in 

both product design and project management

Adamco Holding 500k 2. Al Zayani investment W.L.L, 700k 3. Regency 

Holding 500k



HONULINE1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Custom made technologically advanced replacement housing

Sector: Hardware

Business model: B2B and B2C

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Seed 100K€

Number of clients: 1

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020 : n/a

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

Pipeline of clients: /

Pipeline of partners: / 

Operating markets (list): Global

Bor Lavicka, founder 

CEO serial entrepreneur specialized in design and management

Damjan Sodnik, mechanical engineer 

housing development

Vid Carman, electrical engineer 

hardware development

50K€ Founders



JARVIS1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Project management platform of the latest generation with AI and voice 

recognition

Sector: Enterprise tools 

Business model: B2B SaaS

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Seed 100K€

Number of clients: 4

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020 H1: 1K€

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

Pipeline of clients: 100

Pipeline of partners: 1 

Operating markets (list): Global

Aleksa Milosevic 

founder with 5 years of experience ,PhD and MSc candidate in ML/AI

Boro Milovanovic 

founder with 5 years of experience, PhD and MSc candidate in ML/AI

50K€ Founders



LANCELLOT1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Socially empowered lottery app

Sector: Gaming

Business model: B2C

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Seed looking for $2,5M

Number of users: 1400

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020: n/a

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

ARPU: /

Pipeline of clients: /

Pipeline of partners: /

Operating markets (list): US

Eitan Haimovich 

founder with 15+ years' experience in managing start-ups

Lior Mark 

CTO Technology and Development Manager with 20 years of experience. A 

leader with extensive experience in planning and execution of projects

Yaniv  Gold 

VP Customers Support Manager More than 10 years experience in 

management, sales, international marketing and business development



SHPING1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

 Marketing platform/ app

Sector: Marketing

Business model: B2B2C 

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Series A looking for $3M

Number of users: 30000+

Number of clients: 20

Revenue 2019: $7,515K

Revenue 2020: n/a

MRR: $25K

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

ARPU: /

Pipeline of clients: /

Pipeline of partners: /

Operating markets (list): Australia

Gennady Volchek 

founder, CEO has successfully built and sold several businesses in Australia. 

He was the founder of My Telecom - a pioneer in VoIP and Ethernet to Home 

services in Australia, which was sold to Spirit Telecom

Joel Stevenson 

has over 15 years of experience managing diverse sales teams with a proven 

track record in driving APAC go-to-market sales across marketing SaaS 

platforms

Andrei Kucherov 

has over 15 years of experience as a software developer. He is an 

accomplished software engineer and team leader

Tony Phillips 

Advisory Board Member is one of the industry's most regarded marketers, 

having held senior positions with some of Australia's top brands within 

advertising, media and marketing,



SMARTCARGO1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

SaaS platform for logistic processes of the cargo industry.

Sector: Logistic

Business model: B2B SaaS

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Series A looking for 1M€

Number of clients: 17

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020: n/a

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): 100

CAC: n/a

ARPU: n/a

Pipeline of clients: 103

Operating markets (list): EU

Plans (3-5 years): 

Gregor Humar, founder 

CEO Sales and logistics expert with 10+ years of experience

Igor Jakomin

David Grozina, co-founder 

CIO Responsible for business development. 15+ years of experience in 

business, developer, logistics, and production expert.

700K € Vzajemci.com, SEF (Slovenian Enterprise Fund), Dubai HNWI 



SOLIDBLOCK1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Data-driven real estate focused issuance and trading platform

Sector: PropTech

Business model: B2B 

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Seed looking for $2,2M (closed $722K already)

Number of clients: 6

Revenue 2019: cca $10K

Revenue 2020 H1: $13K

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

ARPU: n/a

Pipeline of clients: 9 

Pipeline of partners: 20

Pipeline of pilots: 50

Operating markets (list): US, EU, UAE, Asia

Yuval Wirzberger, founder 

CEO has vast technology and product management experience in startups 

and large enterprises

Yael Tamar, cofounder 

CMO financial strategist, speaker, advisor and mentor

Alon Cohen

Built Up Ventures: $700K 

Holt Accelerator: $22K



SONTSE1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Decentralized & distributed payment gateway

Sector: FinTech

Business model: B2B2C SaaS HaaS

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Seed looking for 1M€

Number of partners: 5

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020: n/a

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

ARPU: /

Pipeline of partners: 1000

Pipeline of users: 10000

Operating markets (list): EU, US

Luis Campos Yafar, founder 

CEO Entrepreneur, Programmer, Blockchain Specialist, and Healthcare 

professional with +6 years of experience. Passionate for emerging 

technologies, with mid and long term vision

Rafael Santana, cofounder 

Chief Operations Officer 

Rhamnses Yafar, cofounder 

Chief Financial Officer

Dipanshu Parashar 

Chief Information Security Officer CyberSecurity Specialist

$150K Founders



VARIOUS WORLD TECH1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

SaaS and payment system for betting & gambling industry

Sector: FinTech

Business model: B2B2C

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Seed looking for £1,5M 

Number of partnerships: 57

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020: £450

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

ARPU: n/a

Pipeline of clients: 1 

Pipeline of use cases: 5+

Pipeline of partners: 3

Operating markets (list): UK

Gavin Berry 

10+ years of experience working alongside global leading casinos and 

sportsbooks. Has developed affiliate programs for casinos. 

Mark McGuinness 

An operational marketing leader with 20+ years' experience within iGaming 

Omnichannel Sportsbooks, and digital gaming. Mark is a thought leader 

within the industry having built B2B services, marketing and customer 

experience teams from scratch

Patricia Setrakian 

A focused and determined leader with vast Board experience in dealing with 

the European Commission, various UK government departments and 

various international government bodies around the world.

Giles Hutchinson 

25+ years of IT experience and a deep understanding of the betting and 

gaming industry 

£530,000 (Mixed friends and family),  Loan £50,000



VINSENT1. Startup Name      

2.  Short description 

3. Sector & industry 

+ Business model 

+ Stage 

4. Main KPIs (+ Traction (ARR, 

MRR,ARPU…) + IRL/TRL

5. Milestones and 

accomplishments YTD, 

Notable partners + goals 

(where you want to be in 3-5 

years)

6. Team  (short review with 

subjective assessment of main 

traits (humility, confidence, 

experience, intelligence)

7. Investors  (who already 

invested YTD, Founders, VCs, 

Angels, Family & Friends, 

Accelerator)

Platform connecting wineries and wine consumers

Sector: Consumer marketplace

Business model: B2B2C

Stage: Early 

Investment round: Series A 

Number of clients: 100+

Revenue 2019: n/a

Revenue 2020 H1: $50K 

MRR: n/a

Growth y/y (%): n/a

CAC: n/a

Pipeline of clients:  /

Pipeline of partners: / 

Operating markets (list): Global

Gil Picovsky

Jacob Ner- David

Justin Kenion

Mike Wolman

Medici Ventures $2.5M 



11-12 St. James’s Square
London SW1Y 4LB
United Kingdom

+44 776 521 8627
info@gplusquant.com 
www.gplusquant.com

DISCLAIMER

This document is not an offer to provide investment or financial advice. Please note that there is no assurance given that the startups that we support will be successful. In fact, the 

majority of startups fail to reach their business and financial or investment targets. Any investment in such unproven companies involves certain risks, including the possible loss of 

principal. When and if liquidated, the investment may be worth more or less than the original cost. This presenta�on or verbal statements that accompany this presenta�on, concerning 

opera�ons, prospects, strategies, financial condi�ons, future economic performance, demand for products, services and technologies, may involve forward looking statements. These 

statements are based upon a number of assump�ons and es�mates which are subject to significant uncertain�es, many of which are beyond our control or the control of the startups. 

When we use words like an�cipate, expects, believes, es�mates, seeks, plans, intends, will, and similar expressions, they are forward looking statements and actual outcomes may differ 

substan�ally. The informa�on contained in this presenta�on does not cons�tute an offer or solicita�on to offer any securi�es. If this was such an offer, it would be pursuant to an 

appropriately regulated prospectus or private placement memorandum and only and with the coopera�on of a licensed financial services company. We disclaim any duty or obliga�on to 

update the informa�on contained herein.

The informa�on contained in this document is confiden�al, privileged and only for the informa�on of the intended recipient and may not be used, published or redistributed without 

the prior wri�en consent of G PLUS QUANT Ltd. 


